A4 S4 B8 Style Guide
Affix STāSIS badges and decals to the Signature Series automobiles according
to the following guidelines:
Front Plate Delete STāSIS Sticker
Apply STāSIS sticker centered on the front plate delete panel. (See image
below.) Depending on the size of the sticker (small or large), measure the
recommended distance from the intersection of the two middle Audi rings. See
image:

8 1/8” (small) / 9 ½” (large)

Rear Deck-lid STāSIS Badge
Affix the STāSIS badge to the rear deck-lid on the passenger (right) side.
1. Remove any existing OEM badges by gently applying dental floss in a
sawing motion to separate the adhesive behind the badge.
2. Clean surfaces of all dirt and adhesive material. Use the supplied template
for proper badge placement.
3. Mock up badge in the proper location before removing adhesive backing,
if the badge does not sit flat against the contour of the deck-lid, bend
badge by hand to match the contour of the surface.
4. Clean surface before applying badge.

A4 S4 B8 Style Guide
Side Marker STāSIS Signature Series Side Badge
Apply side badges on the upper corners of the front fender panels.
1. Remove any existing OEM badges by gently applying dental floss in a sawing
motion to separate the adhesive behind the badge.
2. Clean surfaces of all dirt and adhesive material.
3. Align the Signature Series badge based on the following measurements.
4. Ensure that the badge is parallel to the ground. Follow these guidelines for
both sides of the vehicle.

2.0”
2.0”

Tire Sticker
The tire sticker supplied is to be installed over the existing tire sticker located on
the B-pillar of the driver’s side of the vehicle.
1. Clean the existing sticker area and apply the new tire sticker directly over
the existing sticker.

1.00"

1.00"

B8 A4/S4 Badge Installation Template
1. Print template
2. Confirm scale to the right
3. Cut out dashed shape
4. Align with upper right corner of trunk and
tape in place
5. Remove protective strip from badge
6. Firmly and evenly apply badge

